Nine locations throughout the City of Madison

**TOP 3 CHECKOUT LOCATIONS**

- Sequoya: **572,750** items
- Pinney: **469,633** items
- Central: **351,207** items

**ALICIA ASHMAN LIBRARY**
733 North High Point Road
608.824.1780

**SEQUOYA LIBRARY**
4340 Tokay Blvd.
608.266.6385

**MEADOWRIDGE LIBRARY**
5726 Raymond Road
608.288.6160

**MONROE STREET LIBRARY**
1705 Monroe Street
608.266.6390

**CENTRAL LIBRARY**
201 W. Mifflin Street
608.266.6300

**GOODMAN SOUTH MADISON LIBRARY**
2222 S. Park Street
608.266.6395

**LAKEVIEW LIBRARY**
2845 N. Sherman Ave.
608.246.4547

**HAWTHORNE LIBRARY**
2707 E. Washington Ave.
608.246.4548

**PINNEY LIBRARY**
516 Cottage Grove Road
608.224.7100
Madison Public Library and Madison Public Library Foundation are always evolving and responding to changing community needs. Last year, the library experienced significant growth in visitors, checkouts, and programs as our community bounced back following the pandemic. We’re thrilled to see all nine libraries teeming with activity!

Next year, the library will celebrate its **150th birthday**. As the library staff and board discussed the future, it became clear that the library needed to evaluate shifting patterns in use and requested services, and determine what its role and focus should be in providing service to Madisonians.

Madison Public Library Foundation provided library leadership with a grant to work with a consultant on the development of new library strategic priorities. Staff, board members, patrons, community partners, and other stakeholders inspired and informed these guiding principles through participation in numerous engagement sessions.

You can find the library’s new mission and vision statements, values, and strategic priorities on pages 15 of this report.

Additionally, the library is under **new leadership**: Tana Elias — who has served as the library’s Digital Services & Marketing Manager for many of her 31 years on staff — became Library Director this month. Our foundation is excited to continue working with Tana, who will rely on her deep institutional knowledge to
increase efficiencies in the library budget as the City of Madison anticipates an operating budget shortfall.

One of our favorite phrases that came out of the strategic planning work is **Strong Libraries, Thriving Communities**. Every day, the library connects Madison residents with services and resources, as well as each other, so they can become informed, inspired, and engaged citizens. Our strong library system relies on taxpayer dollars for basic services, but it’s **you, our library donors**, who make it possible to offer so much more — from an expanded collection of books, audiobooks, music, movies, and magazines, to fun and educational programming, to engagement outside library walls. Your support will become even more essential as we work to build a 10th library — the Imagination Center at Reindahl Park — on the city’s northeast side, an area that lacks library service.

We’re so thankful for your investment in our libraries and ultimately, our communities, throughout last year and for years to come.

Gratefully,

CONOR MORAN
Executive Director,
Madison Public Library Foundation
Building Better Libraries Every Day

MISSION
Mobilize the Madison community to continuously improve, promote, and support Madison Public Library.

VISION
Equip Madison Public Library with robust resources to deliver outstanding services, facilities, and programs that meet the Madison community’s needs.

2023 FOUNDATION BOARD

Tanya Salman, President
Jennifer Hannon, Vice President
Ron Bote, Treasurer
Brigid Elliott-Boger, Assistant Treasurer
Francesca Rodriquez, Secretary
Heather Clefisch, Immediate Past President

Laura Bird, Director
Ryan Browne, Director
Bryan Chan, Director
JP Croake, Director
Libby Gerds, Director
Susan Goodwin, Director
Joe Hankey, Director
Nathan Houdek, Director
Jillana Kelly, Director

Tom Kuplic, Director
Ray Mendez, Director
Laura Murray, Director
Aaron Olver, Director
Phil Plourd, Director
Gene Williams, Director
Jessica Yehle, Director
Alyssa Kenney, Ex Officio
Linda Baumann, Ex Officio

Board President Tanya Salman, husband Owen Sizemore, and Richard Thomas at Ex Libris

Photo by Shanna Wolf
Engage the community as stakeholders for the library system

Demonstrate transparency in how gifts are used to support the library

Champion what is best for the library and the community

Act as visionaries in advancing the library
Foundation Strategic Goals

**FUNDRAISING**

The foundation provides stable, consistent support to the library for ongoing and new initiatives.

**PROGRAMMING AND VITAL SERVICES**

The foundation provides innovative programming for donors and supports expanded library services.

**DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND INCLUSION**

The foundation is a socially just and antiracist institution, and diversity, equity and inclusion is considered in foundation decision-making.

**PR AND COMMUNICATION**

Community members know that the foundation funds and advocates for Madison Public Library.

River Food Pantry's Munch mobile meals delivery at Goodman South Madison Library
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2023 Foundation by the Numbers

**Foundation REVENUE total**
- Contributions $1,816,409
- Investment income held at Madison Community Foundation $749,976
- Special events $210,171
- Special events in kind $13,489
- Other income $35,097
- Investment income $32,112

**Foundation EXPENSES total**
- Grants & library programming $902,358
- Fundraising $360,851
- Wisconsin Book Festival $313,379
- Administration $247,237
- Capital campaigns $108,212

**Donors**
- 3,157

**Gifts**
- 5,302

**Bequests**
- $363,686

**Volunteers**
- 267

**Endowment balance**
- $8,731,109

**Loyal Friends households giving 5+ years**
- 839
Contributions and grants from individuals, businesses, and organizations enabled Madison Public Library Foundation to provide more than $1 million to the library last year. Thank you!

Author Michelle Zauner signing copies of *Crying in H Mart* at a Wisconsin Book Festival event

Wisconsin Book Festival author Leila Aboulela (left) in conversation with Ainehi Edoro

Patron family reading in Goodman South Madison Library
BOOSTING LITERACY

The library replaced lost items and expanded its collection with new popular titles, including graphic novels and manga, as well as audiobooks, eBooks, video games, and more. We Read, Anji Play, One Book at a Time, and Parents as First Teachers programs sparked a love of reading through interaction and play among early learners. The Dream Bus visited more than 15 underserved neighborhoods weekly, providing Wi-Fi access, library cards, physical checkouts, and activities for kids. More than 12,000 people attended 90+ Wisconsin Book Festival free, year-round author programs, including events with Elliot Page and Michelle Zauner.
ADVANCING TECHNOLOGY

Funds outfitted Sequoya Library with hybrid meeting capabilities, and added webcams, credit card readers, digital displays, projectors, and AV equipment to other libraries. Several libraries were outfitted with equipment that allows patrons to participate in hybrid city meetings as part of the Amplifying Community Voices grant.
SUPPORTING STAFF

Staff participated in valuable training sessions, conferences, workshops, and other professional development opportunities thanks to the annual fund and Professional Development Endowment Fund. The annual fund also fueled BIPOC and Pride Affinity Groups to encourage a sense of belonging.
INVESTING IN FACILITIES

Endowment gifts allowed libraries to make improvements and update furnishings at many libraries. Library and foundation leadership worked with City of Madison partners in numerous planning meetings for what will be the library’s 10th facility, the Imagination Center at Reindahl Park.
BUILDING EQUITY

Ensuring access to library programs and resources is fundamental to both the library and foundation. Bubbler artist residencies and hands-on arts activities engaged patrons of all ages. Library staff led podcast, video, and visual art workshops for incarcerated and at-risk teens through the Making Justice program. Library Takeover provided underrepresented groups the opportunity to present their own events at the library. BCycle Community Passes gave patrons the chance to check out e-bikes and helmets at no cost. The library also offered several AASPIRE (Affirmative Action Student Professionals In Residence) internships for underrepresented students to gain experience with City of Madison agencies.
MISSION
Madison Public Library sparks literacy, fosters curiosity, and supports community. We provide equitable access to experiences, ideas, and resources necessary to thrive.

VISION
Madison Public Library: Where worlds connect and dreams are built.

VALUES
• Learning in all forms • Diverse perspectives
• Intellectual freedom • Customer experience
• Collaboration • Innovation
• Making a difference
Our community looks to its libraries for a wide variety of services and activities. Our priorities focus on helping community members and library users connect with services and resources, interact with others, and find the tools they need to be informed, inspired, and engaged in their own communities.

**ENGAGING & ACCESSIBLE SERVICES**
We share collections, programs, and digital resources that foster learning, literacy, and personal growth.

**COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS**
We actively partner with community leaders, organizations, and government services to connect visitors to needed services in areas of basic needs, technology, and education.

**NOURISHING SPACES**
We provide welcoming, safe, environmentally friendly, community-responsive spaces which are accessible and well maintained.

**STAFF DEVELOPMENT**
We invest in people and structures to provide an affirming workplace where staff at all levels can pursue their goals and best serve our community.
2023 Library Financials

Library REVENUE total $22,830,166

- City of Madison Library appropriation $19,770,825
- Dane County Library System contractual services $1,277,496
- Grants $750,228
- LINK contractual services $404,255
- South Central Library System contractual services $308,111
- Other $268,134
- Library fees $42,417
- Endowment $8,700

Library EXPENSES total $23,747,486

- Salaries and benefits $14,371,380
- Debt retirement $2,667,314
- Dane County Library System contractual services $1,805,294
- Library books, media, and databases $1,363,294
- Facilities $1,306,613
- Purchased services, miscellaneous $1,052,870
- LINKcat online computer operations $624,172
- Supplies $556,549
2023 Library by the Numbers

1,283,565
Library visits

16,426
Library cards issued

121,680
Library cardholders (42% of Madisonians)

321,530
eBook checkouts

329,821
audiobook checkouts

2,300,564
Physical items checked out

Library play materials paid for with a foundation grant
2023 Library by the Numbers

Ex Libris guests creating self-portraits for the Bubbler’s Our Town Everywhere project

1,046
Our Town Everywhere portraits created

12,391
Book Festival attendees

34,600
Seed packets distributed

91
Wisconsin Book Festival events

161
Bubbler artists engaged

Top 10 Most Requested Titles

1. Lessons in Chemistry
2. Demon Copperhead
3. Tom Lake
4. Tomorrow, and Tomorrow, and Tomorrow
5. The Covenant of Water
6. Remarkably Bright Creatures
7. Hello Beautiful
8. The Heaven & Earth Grocery Store
9. Happy Place
10. Fourth Wing
EPILOGUE CIRCLE

Formerly the Silas Pinney Legacy Society, this group was founded in 2012 and includes all who plan to leave or have left the foundation a gift, such as bequests, charitable gift annuities, stock, and life insurance.

Anonymous (4)
Beverly Brager*
James Cain*
  & Miriam Simmons
Richard Chandler
Debbie Collins
Ted & Barbara Crabb
Tom DeChant
Norma Denbrook
Christine Dreger*

Kate Edwards*
Ellen Esser*
Marcella Finegan*
Albert Friedman
  & Susan Tikalsky
Eve Galanter
Dick Goldberg
Leo Groth*
Edyth Harb*
Melinda Heinritz

Lorraine Heise*
Anne Iwata
Patricia Jacobson*
Jennifer Jeffress
Susan Jensen
Judy Kimball
Donald Kliese
  & Nancy Gettys
Edward Kolner*
Mary C. Knapp

Roland J. Krogstad*
Robert Latousek
  & Brian McCormick
Barbara Leuthner
Stu Levitan
Robert Lewin
Richard Linster*
Anne Lucke
Jack Lussier*
Barb McCarthy

Madison Public Library Foundation is so thankful for our donors’ steadfast support throughout 2023. From cash gifts to our annual fund and special efforts like the Bubbler to sponsoring and volunteering at our fundraisers or the Wisconsin Book Festival, this long list symbolizes the high value our community places on literacy, lifelong learning, and equity. Thank you!
Donors • EPILOGUE CIRCLE

Nancy A. McGill
Alvin* & Ruth Mohaupt*
Geri Naymick
Porter O’Neill
Chandra Prabha
Sue Poullette
Stuart Rasmussen*
Robert Ritger*
Delores Robillard
Jennifer A. Rodis
Lois Roets*
Carol Rounds
Helen Rupp*
Tanya Salman
Barbara Samuel
Ellyn Satter
Beverly Schluenz*
Dana Schreiber
Carol Schroeder
Caryl Selchert*
Melissa & Eli Selinger
Grace Shaw*
Elizabeth Shema*
Stephanie Smith
Guy & Eileen Somers
Richard Sweet*
Natalie Tinkham*
Susan L. Titus
Linda S. VandenBerg*
Janie Ward Peck*
Cheryl Rosen Weston*
Tripp & Nancy Widder
Barbara Williams*
Barbara J. Williams*
Mary Jane Wiseman
Kathleen Woit
Frances
& George Wood*
Rose A. Zerwick*

* deceased

Northpoint Community Learning Center
visit to Hawthorne Library
SUSTAINERS

Our monthly donors provide the foundation with a steady, reliable stream of income.

Anonymous (21)
Betsy Abramson & David Seligman
George Alexander & Terri Lynn
Amy Alstad
Jacob & Lucy Altwegg
Rebecca Andresen
Lori Arendt
Sandra & Louis Arrington
Kristine & Paul Ashe
Elizabeth Backes
Julia Balio & Frederick Langheim
Susan Barthel
Andrea Becerra
Alison & Mark Bergum
Bennett Berson & Rebecca Holmes

Jeff Bowen
Sarah Bownds
Ann Braus
Elaine & Kevin Burke
Jason Butler
Sarah Carroll
Laura Chavez
Thomas Cook
Margaret Corbae
Kathy Cramer
Janis Crandall
Nancy Crassweller & Robert Hanssen
Carey Dachik & Lindsay Morris
Jonathan Davis
Peg Davis
Jacquelyn Dix
Kathy England

Kristin Eschenfelder
Mary & Andy Evenson
Stephanie & David Farnia
Pam Foster Felt
Charles Gilliam
Dan & Alice Gould
IndiAna Gowland
Mary Grace
Trisha Grant
Michael & Jennifer Gregor
Jane Grogan
Victoria Grundle
Beth Hamelink

Dilsha Anne Happel
Dana Hatch
Jon Heinrich
Jenny Higgins
Amanda Hingst
Debora Hoard & Tom Christman
Sharon Holthaus
Sarah & Rick Jacobs
Dae Jean Jahnke & Russell Vogel
Jennifer Jeffress
Dianne Jenkins
Deborah & Kenneth Johnson
Michelle Johnson & Matthew Lower
Calvin Kanzenbach
Jennifer Karlsson
Gretchen Keller
Greg & Ginny Kester
John Kingsbury
Donald Kliese & Nancy Gettys
Laura Knoche
Stan & Sharon Koenig
Lois Komai
Leslie & Kenneth Kudsk
Robert Latousek & Brian McCormick
Julie Lehr
James & Alice Leidel
Leon Lindberg
Jennifer Lochner
John Lubarsky & Martha Moye
Denise Martin
Percy Mather & Lisa Seidman
Cynthia May
Diane Mayerfeld & Michael Bell
Kaitlin McDonough
Andrew & Laura McGuire
Alfonso Morales & Manuela Romero
James Murphy & Rosa Garner
Anne Murphy-Lom
Chris & Pam Neumann
Justine Newhouse
Amit Nimunkar
Jo Nord
Casey & Eric Oelkers
Jefren Olsen & Kathy Rasmussen
Dick & Marcia Olson
Steven & Kathleen Parrott
Paul J. Patenaude
Emily Plumb
Gary Plummer & Bonnie Rongstad
Chuck Poole
Robin Proud
Molly Richardson
Louise Robbins
Jennifer Rodis
Francesca Rodriguez & Mark Hancock
Michael & Ellen Rosborough
Brian Ruppert
Mary Saecker
Leah Sandholm
Steven Schaffer
Christine Schey
Eric Selje
Erik & Hilary Shager
Mike Shapiro
Jerry & Jean Sieling
Randall & Marilyn Smith
Martin Stein
Hilary Stohs-Krause
Mark Streeter
Kevin & Cheryl Sullivan
Erica Taft
Kimberly Toops
Susan Toth & Nancy Jane Peirce
David Troyer
Marjorie Van Handel
Laura Van Toll
Susan & Ray Vanderby
Kent Wedemeyer & Susan Hart
Ann Wilson
Pam Wilson
LeAnne Wintrode
Peter Witucki
Shanna Wolf
* deceased

Did you know Sequoia Library offers sewing classes, and Lakeview Library has a knitting group?
STEWARDS $1,000+

Anonymous (19)
Alliant Energy
   Foundation, Inc.
Gail Ambrosius
American Family
   Insurance
American Girl’s Fund
   for Children
Josh Anderson
   & Sarah Neujahr
Rima & Michael Apple
AprilAire
Rich Arnesen
Barbara Arnold
Allen Arntsen
   & Elizabeth Erickson
Associated Bank
Baker Tilly
Jill Ball
Dee Bardes
Linda Ciofu Baumann
Chloe Benjamin
   & Nathan Jandl

Bonnie Benson
Bethke Heating
   & Air Conditioning
Maurice & Sybil Better
Laura & William Bird
Diane Bless
Dorothy Blotz
Judy Bluel
BMO
Barbara Brand
Suzanne Brockman-
Zeigler
Kate Burkart-Paulson
   & Doug Lovejoy
Chris Bylsma
Capitol Bank
Nancy & Chuck
   Carpenter
Douglas & Sherry Caves
Center for East Asian
   Studies
Chad’s Design Build

Rick Chandler
   & Heidi Pankoke
Lau & Bea Christensen
Judith & Arlen
   Christenson
Nancy Ciezki
   & Diane Kostecke
Mark & Janice Cis
Heather Clefisch
   & Nate Zolik
Ken & Carol Connor
Sheila & Kevin Conroy
Tim & Martha Coughlin
Courtier Foundation, Inc.
Chie Craig
JP Croake & Shira Phelps
L. Beth Cummings
Jerry Curnutt
Nora Cusack
   & Brent Nicastro
Custer Burish Financial
   Services
Donors • STEWARDS

Romeo Dais
Dane County Cultural Affairs Commission
Tom DeChant
& Paul Gibler
Demco, Inc.
Marjorie Devereaux
& Dave Hall
DeWitt LLP
Christopher Dolan
& Eileen Hannigan
William & Kim Donovan

Jane Doughty
& David Wood
William Dove
Jim & Jessica Doyle
Lindsey Duca
Eric & Joann Eisenhart
Tana Elias & Andrew Clarkowski
Dolores & Frank Emspak
Engelke Family Foundation
Epic

Exact Sciences
Lauren Figi
Findorff
First Business Bank
Forest Foundation, Inc.
FPC Live, LLC
Friends of the UW-Madison Libraries
Leslie Frisinger
Carol Froistad
Marc & Eve Galanter
Russell & Suzanne Gardner
Mark Gehrig & Erica Fox Gehrig
Libby Gerds
& Mike Graham
Thomas Giessler
David & Catherine Gillman
Giving Tree Fund – Madison Community Foundation
Godfrey & Kahn, S.C.
Dick Goldberg
& Lisa Munro

Irene & Don Golembiewski
Susan Goodwin
Robert Grefe
Gay & Mark Gross
Group Health Cooperative
Joe & Jessica Hankey
Jennifer & John Hannon
Duncan Highsmith
& Ana Araújo
Kathleen Hornemann
Penny Hubbard
Christopher & Mary Hughes
John & Linda Hughes
Kimberly Hughes
Isthmus Partners
Anne Iwata
Nick & Kristin Jackson
Kate Jamieson
Kathleen Jeffords
JLA Architects
John J. Frautschi Family Foundation
Roth & Lynne Judd
Donors - STEWARDS

Ralph & Erica Kauten
Jesse Kaysen
& Nevin Olson
Alyssa Kenney
Susan & Charles Kernats
Jean Kidwell
Steven Kihm
Maureen Kind
Kenneth & Magda Kmiecik
Mary Knapp
& James Klein
Margaret Laird
Lake Effect HR & Law
Charles Leadholm
& Jeanne Parus
Fred Lee & Marjorie DiMaggio
Nancy Leff
& Kenneth Lerner
Marvin J. Levy
Jane Lewis & Paul Nelson
Caroline & Jim Liedtke
Barbara Widder-Lowry
& Paul Lowry
Anne Lucke
Katharine Lyall
Stewart Macaulay
Madison Community Foundation
Madison Gas & Electric Foundation, Inc.
Madison-Monona Lioness Club
Sharon & Douglas Marschalek
John Martens
Barbara Marwell
Percy Mather
& Lisa Seidman
Roderick Matthews
& Marie Sieker
Peter & Mary K McCanna
Kathy McGrath
John & Linda Merrill
Michael Best and Friedrich LLP
Susannah Michaels
Ann Michalski
Oscar Mireles
Scott & Debbie Moore
Conor & Molly Moran
Munns-Wojner Family
Emily & Randy Natera
Geraldine Naymick
Deb Neff & Kurt Sladky
Jo Nord
Numbers 4 Nonprofits
Old National Bank
Tamara Packard & Renee Herber
Park Bank
Park Capital Management, LLC
Miriam Parker
Gretchen Patey
Anna Peterson
Pines Bach LLP
Pleasant T. Rowland Foundation
Pam Ploetz
Philip & Rhonda Plourd
Robert & Kathleen Poi
Andrew Policano
Public Health Madison & Dane County

Making Justice participants learning about podcasting from Bubbler artist partner Dee Star at the Dane County Juvenile Detention Center

Photo by John Hart/Wisconsin State Journal
Donors • STEWARDS

Deepika & Rajesh Rajaraman
Jon & Julie Reneau
Roots & Wings Foundation
Angela Russell
Ruth Saecker
Lawrence Sallee
Tanya Salman
Leah Sandholm
Lucy Sanna
Juliette & Karl Schick
M. Anna Schlecht
Joan Schmit
Orange & Dean Schroeder
Scooter Software
Brent Sieling & Megan Schliesman
Marc Silberman
Robert & Suzanne Smith
Solidarity Realty
B. N. & Nagalaxmi Sridharan
Stafford Rosenbaum LLP
Sandy Stark
Steve Stricker American Family Insurance Foundation
Strand Associates, Inc.
Summit Credit Union
SVA Certified Public Accountants, S.C.
TASC
George & Catherine Tesar
The Capital Times’ Kids Fund
Thermo Fisher Scientific
Sharon & Tim Thousand
Thrivent Choice Dollars
Susan Tikalsky & Al Friedman
Geri Torti
TruStage
Julia Unger & John-Paul Yu
University Research Park Inc.
UW Center for the Humanities
Virent
John Voegeli & Jean Roberts
von Briesen & Roper, s.c.
Jerry & Enid Weygandt
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation
Patricia Wilker
Gene & Christina Williams
Mary Jane Wiseman
Tom Wolfe & Pat Powers
Levi & Janet Wood
Woodman’s Food Markets
James & Jessica Yehle
Susie & Matthew Younkle
Janet Zimmerman
Jennifer Zorr
William Zorr

Northpoint Community Learning Center visit to Lakeview Library
PATRONS $500+

Anonymous (21)
Betsy Abramson
& David Seligman
Ann & Roger Avery
Baird - The
Prestigiacomo
Carroll Group
Mary Pat Bauhs
Sue & Ellis Bauman
James & Kate Becker
Samantha Bennett
Roland Berns
& Telise Johnsen
Bennett Berson
& Rebecca Holmes
Ronald & Lisa Bote
Patricia Brady
Calvin Bruce & Catherine
Caro-Bruce
Kimberley & Layne
Bussell
Craig Butenhoff
Michael Caldwell
Robert & Pamela
Camfield
Anna Campbell
Bryan Chan
David Chover
Gregory Cipriano
Ann Conway
Thomas Corbett
Ted & Barbara Crabb
Kathy Cramer
Nick & Rebecca Curran
David & Janet Daniel
Sarah Day
Bonnie Denmark-
Friedman
Stephan Deutsch
& Judith Burstyn
Carla & Michael Dilorio
Carla Draper
James Eggler
& Barbara Rex
Vikki & Timothy Enright
Claire & Mark Finando
Judith Fisher
& Mark Allen
Jim & Evey Fleming
Travis Fore
Ken Frazier
Richard & Judy Fritz
Gwen Fuhrmann
Noel & Beth Goeddel
Kurt Goetzka
Paul & Dolores Gohdes
Gene & Ann Goldade
Google LLC
Stephanie Greene
Jane Grogan
Barry Guinn
Ann Hartmann
Margaret & Thomas
Henzler
Robert Hodgson
& Dot Steele
Michael Hoon
& Diana Rodum
Nathan Houdek
& Sarah Barry
Isthmus Eye Care
Jonathan Jaffery
& Stacy Cohen
Robert & Louise Jeanne
Jennifer Jeffress
Roberta Johnson
Peggy Johnston
JP Cullen
Rita Kades
Katy Kaufman
Jillana Kelly
Judy Kimball
William & Stephanie Kissel
Shannon & Benjamin Kleiber
Donald Kliese & Nancy Gettys
Sachi Komai
Leslie & Kenneth Kudsk
Jim & Polly Kuelbs
Thomas Kuplic & Emily Dickmann
Raymond Kurian
Terry & Peggy Larson
Robert Lemanske & Jane Hamblen
Roma Lenehan
Rita Lloyd
Jennifer Lochner
Madison Eagles
Auxiliary #623
Eileen Maher
Jack & Nancy Martin
Gene Masters
Karen Matteoni
Hal & Christy Mayer
Brent & Deborah McCown
Nancy A. McGill
Patricia McQuiddy & Jeremy Fox
Bruce Meier & Wendy Fearnside
Ronald Mensink
Lynda Merrill
Don & Mary Metz
Debra & Dan Meyer
Kathy & David Michaelis
Sue Mueller
The Murray Nemeckay Group, Baird
Jayne Neuendorf
New Year Investments
Beth Nguyen
Rick Niess & Laurie Elwell
Evan Norris
Aaron Olver
Bob O’Neill
Only in Wisconsin Giving
Fred & Lynda Paasch
Diane Peltin
Brandon Peterman
Jeffrey & Annie Potter
Sue Poullette
Meg Prestigiacomo
Allen Prey
Carol Prochaska
Janet Reschke
Brendan Ritchie
Ellen & Michael Rosborough
Amy & Eric Rottier
Jim & Carol Ruhly
Kay Rutlin & Robert Castrovinci
Jim Schroeder
Elmira Schultz
Lynda Schultz
Jessica Schwantes
Casey Scott-Weathers & Kimbrin Cornelius
Mike Shapiro
Julie Shinnick
Mary & Rob Stroud
Charles & Diane Stumpf
Michelle Szabrowicz
Richard Thal & Jill Maidenberg
Jordan Tucker
Jessa Valentine
Denis & Laura Vogel
Arnold & Ellen Wald
Lauren Waldrop
Craig & Kathleen Wehrle
Ellen Westman Chin
Tripp & Nancy Widder
Coe & Paul Williams
LeAnne Wintrode
Jennifer Younger
John Zeinemann
Anne Zellhoefer
TRIBUTE GIFTS

Tributes are donations made in honor or in memory of a loved one or friend.

Michael Leaderman in memory of Abby H. Leaderman
Midvale Community Lutheran Church in honor of Abby Ryan
Madison Community Foundation in honor of Albert C. Friedman
Deanna & Jim Moris in honor of Andrew Clarkowski
William & Ann Mulligan in honor of Ann Mulligan
Marilyn Somers in honor of Ariel Y. Ford
Kimberly Distin in honor of Baby Boy Tyson
Barb Roeber & Larry Black in memory of Barbara A. Besadny
Marie Sieker & Roderick Matthews in memory of Barbara H. Klotz
In memory of Barbara L. Dimick
James Eggler & Barbara Rex
Amy & Craig Lorimer
Homer Williams & Laurel Kendall in memory of Barbara M. Williams
Joan Schmit in honor of Becky Buckman
Anonymous in honor of Belmont & Ruth Johnson
Anonymous in memory of Bernard Galgoci
William Schwab & Leslie Grant in memory of Bernard Schwab
Paul Burkard in memory of Betty J. Burkard
Patricia Walkington in memory of Bill Walkington
Gay & Mark Gross in memory of Bud DiMaggio
Anonymous in memory of Candice Horne
Daniel Sklansky in honor of Carol R. Ottenstein
Valerie Shatavsky in honor of Caroline Meikle
Jennie Ballweg in memory of Charlene Ballweg
Chris Bylsma in memory of Charles Bylsma
Richard Berling & Deesa Pence in memory of Cindy Appolloni
Kyle Peaden in honor of Claire Cambray
Becca Freeman in honor of Conor P. Moran
Nicholas Ofstun in honor of Cynthia Ofstun
Anne Iwata in memory of Darren Stucker
Susan Bogen in honor of David Bogen
Jane Lewis & Paul Nelson in memory of Dawn Lewis
Vincent Lloyd in honor of Deborah Lloyd
In memory of Debra Butenhoff
Anonymous
Anthony Scandroli
Catherine Kolstad
Craig Butenhoff
David Billing
Jeanne Rhoden
Kellen Stellmacher
Randall Lange
Sheena Holbrookin
Susan Harris
Julie White in honor of Donald C. White
Anonymous in memory of Ed & Judy Klehr
Laurie Schmidt in memory of Edward Kolner
Robert Waterman in memory of Ela Waterman
Lori Curley in honor of Elizabeth E. “Fiona McGregor” Noel
Susan Hollingsworth in honor of Elizabeth Hollingsworth
Tess Henthorne in honor of Elliott Valentine
Margaret Laird in memory of Ermina Hahn
Laura Bird in honor of Evan Bird
Anonymous in memory of Eyleen Chou
David Chover in memory of Flora Chover
Stephanie Greene in memory of Gail E. Cyrkiel
Barbara Conaty in memory of Georgeson Pat
M. Anna Schlecht in memory of Geraldine A. Schlecht
Rose Jenkins in honor of Geri Torti
Susan Rubens & J. Robinson in honor of Ginny White
Richard & Doris Dubielzig in memory of Helen M. Felice
Amy Morgan in memory of Hertha Dederich
In memory of Ian Crandall
Jim & Polly Kuelbs
Rosine Turner
Roy Schuster in memory of Iris Schuster
Stewart Macaulay in memory of Jackie Macaulay
Allan Pisula in honor of James Aaron Pisula & Ellen Anfeldt
Anonymous in honor of Janet Deffner
Don Jones in honor of Jean E. Espenshade
Kate Herron in honor of Jean M. Anderson
Patricia Morris in memory of Jeffery Morris
Nancy A. McGill in honor of Jennifer Jeffress
Nancy Buenger in honor of Jesse Vieau
Barbara Spierer in honor of Jill Maidenberg

Did you know the library offers writing workshops and assistance?
Nancy Kaiser in honor of Jim Kaiser
Chad Voegele in honor of Jonah & Daphne Voegele
Mary Jo Feeney Gebhardt in memory of Josephine E. Feeney
Caitlin & Jordan Gunderson in honor of Josh Bainer
David Chover in memory of Joshua Chover

In memory of Judith Prey
Allen Prey
Anonymous (2)
Barbara & Glenn Mason
Barbara Peterman
Bruce & Jeanne Venzke
Carol & Thomas Wright
Christine Thomas
Cori Minch
Elaine & Kevin Burke
Elissa & Mark Loder
Floyd Woldt & Krista Gurath
Janet Kane
JoAnne Janowiak
LeeAnn & Robert Glover
Lynne Schreihart
Margaret Jacoby
Marilyn Ross
Millie & David Morrison
Richard & Janis Denney
Richard Riesen
Christine Schey in memory of Judy Olson
Lauren Waldrop in honor of Julia Weiser & Treeman Kopish
In memory of Karen Lambright
Anonymous
Jane Eggl & Ron Binter

Margaret Jensen in memory of Katherine Sieker
Roberta Keller in memory of Kathleen Keller
Tim Carlisle in honor of Kathleen Scharf
Anonymous in memory of Kathleen Teal
Casey Hutchison in honor of Kathy Hutchison
Heidi Wilde in honor of Katrin Wilde
Jeff & Barb Homar in honor of Katy Kaufman
The Third Wednesday Book Club in memory of Lawrence Bugge
Shannon Kunstman in honor of Linda Bernhardt
Suzanne Gleason in memory of Lisa Peto
In memory of Lois A. Nelson
Ellen Langrehr
Kathryn Simmons
Lu Schuettpelz
Mary Bachhuber
Anonymous in memory of Lorraine Stoefen

Sewing class at Sequoya Library
Anonymous in honor of Louise Bartlett
Anthony Greig in memory of Lu Greig
Amie Goldman & David Gundersen in honor of Lucie Gundersen
Molly Schuman in honor of Margot Layde
Ruth Saecker in memory of Marguerite L. Saecker
In memory of Marilyn J. Martin Chana Ora Margaret Edson
Lawrence Sallee in memory of Marilyn Sallee
William Harris in memory of Marjorie S. Harris
Melissa Stream in memory of Mark & Gwen Stream
In honor of Mary Dixon & Shawn Rice Kathleen Weber Susan Shelly
Peggy Johnston in memory of Mary E. Dillon
Mary Struckmeyer in memory of Mary M. “Millie” Sorensen

In memory of Mary M. Burton
Anonymous Catherine DuPont Mandy Cysiewski
Thomas Corbett in memory of Mary T. Rider
Michael & Ellen Rosborough in memory of Megan Rosborough
In memory of Michael Imhoff
Anonymous Dee Boyd
Janet Yelk-Kenitz in memory of Michael Kenitz
George Peranteau in honor of Mushkil Gusha
Katherine Wyble in honor of Nadia Z. Cota
In memory of Natalie Tinkham Barbara Conaty Mary Knapp & James Klein
Lisa Talbot in honor of Nehara & Avnoor Ded
Carol Sawyer in memory of Nona Merklein
Dee Bardes in honor of O.P. Bardes

Randi Leeder in memory of Ony Hanewall
Shirley Reiser in memory of Patricia Young
Diane Drexler & David Spies in memory of Peter Spies
Trudi Witonsky in memory of Phil Witonsky
Jacqueline Schmitt in memory of Phyllis Eisenstein
Charles & Sally Miley in memory of Richard W. Swanson
Barbara Wiesner in memory of Robert & Marcia Poull
Anonymous in memory of Robert Bless
In memory of Robert K. Blitzke Jane Grogan Mary Struckmeyer
Robert & Constance Roden in memory of Robert M. & Kathrin T. Roden
Julie Gramer in honor of Rod Gramer
Kate Steele in memory of Rosemary Lee
Donors • TRIBUTE GIFTS

In honor of Sarah Burton & Tim Gatti
   Connie & David Beam
   The Dominguez Family
   Gerald Everard
   & Paula Devroy-Everard
Marcia Jesperson
Justina & Neil Knutson
Cecile Owings
Ginny Powers
Christie Savic
Kristen Seashore
John & Judy Winistorfer
Elizabeth Godfrey
Katherine Godfrey Demmer
Judith & Timothy Mahoney
Michael & Margaret Mahoney

Stacey & Walter Meanwell in memory of Sharanne Stitgen
In honor of Shawn Rice & Mary Dixon
   Andrew Leon
   Lorrie & David Romeo
Tim Koechel in memory of Shirley Speilman
Anonymous in honor of Signe Frank
Julia Heusinger in memory of Steven J. Heusinger
Anonymous in honor of Susan Bogen
Jean Plale & Elizabeth McKenna in memory of Susan J. Young

Larry Pinnow & Mary Markwardt in memory of Sylvia Mueller
Deanna & Jim Moris in honor of Tana P. Elias
Molly O’Connell in memory of Tedd O’Connell
Amy Dobbs in memory of Terry Childers
Kimberly Hughes in honor of The Birchwood Bugle
Anonymous in memory of The Japlon Family
Daniel Berman in honor of Thomas F. Burton
Julie Gores in honor of Tim Casper
Howard & Judith Landsman in honor of Tom A. DeChant
Charlene Lodl in memory of Tom Lodl
Tracy Schroepfer in honor of Travis Coulter
JoAnn Kollath in memory of Vicki Brown
Robert Davies in honor of Vicky Davies
Mary Preston in memory of Willard McCabe

Mini Feria de Libros at Pinney Library
We’re extremely grateful to those who shared their time and talents to benefit our organization.

**FOUNDATION BOARD OF DIRECTORS**
*(in service anytime during 2023)*

Tanya Salman,  
*President*

Jennifer Hannon,  
*Vice President*

Ron Bote,  
*Treasurer*

Brigid Elliott-Boger,  
*Assistant Treasurer*

Francesca Rodriguez,  
*Secretary*

Heather Clefisch,  
*Immediate Past President*

Linda Baumann
Laura Bird
Ryan Browne
Bryan Chan
Sheila Conroy

JP Croake
Libby Gerds
Noel Goeddel

Susan Goodwin
Jeanne Grist
Joe Hankey
Jennifer Hannon
Nathan Houdek
Jillana Kelly
Alyssa Kenney
Tom Kuplic
Ray Mendez
Kathy Michaelis
Laura Murray
Aaron Olver
Phil Plourd
Gene Williams
Jessica Yehle
Susie Younkle

**EX LIBRIS COMMITTEE**

Manny Figueroa,  
*Co-Chair*

Erin Hampe,  
*Co-Chair*

Nathan Houdek,  
*Co-Chair*

Josh Anderson
Barbara Arnold
Sarah Barnes
Katie Barney
Ryan Browne

JP Croake
Tom DeChant
Jennifer Fox
Leslie Freehill
Chad Hopper
Leigh Myers
Barb Novak
John Pinzl
Kelsey Pulkrabek
Amelia Speight
Caroline Sullivan

Rusty Dog Coffee at Ex Libris

Photo by Shanna Wolf
LUNCH FOR LIBRARIES COMMITTEE

Laura Bird, Co-Chair
Susan Goodwin, Co-Chair
Sarah Brenden
Connie Clune
Todd Fischer
Ariel Ford
Pam Foster Felt
Eve Galanter
Marlee Jorgensen
Barbara McCarthy
Kathy Michaelis
Tanya Salman
Leah Sandholm
Lucy Sanna
Chuck Sara
Susan Tikalsky
Nancy Zellmer

WISCONSIN BOOK FESTIVAL AMBASSADORS

Laura Bird, Co-Chair
Lucy Sanna, Co-Chair
Linda Baumann
Christi Clancy

Marnie Hulan
Eliza Rosenberry
Leah Sandholm

WISCONSIN BOOK FESTIVAL VOLUNTEERS

Mary Alderson
Jamie Anderson
Connie Bakker
Sara Batkie
Sarah Breland
Camila Cenek
Tasha Chambers
Vanessa Chavez
Gina Chirichella
Karen Crossley
Sarah Day
Vaidehi Devulapalli
Estrella Allende Dominguez

riya dominic
Tate Dremstedt
Kristen Durst
Adeline Farina
Peyton Farrell
Isabel Fernandez
Ariel Ford
Hannah Ford
Max Frankwicz
Ramona Gasper
Kathleen Gesley
Steve Hackbarth
Anne Hart
Rebecca Hays
Volunteers

Sara Hendrickson  
Liana Hershey-Nexon  
Debora Hoard  
Kylie Holland  
Randy Janson  
Chloe Jans  
Nicole Jennings  
Steph Johnson  
Kristina Klehr  
Brianna Kromrey  
Sandy Ligon  
Sarah Logsdon  
Sharon Maynard  
Barbara McCarthy  
Melanie McCullough  
Ann McDonell  
Ashling Meehan-Fanning  

Kate Mezrich  
Luis Rafael Moscote  
Chloe Rosenstock  
Leah Sandholm  
Cynthia Schuster  
Sandi Schwert  
Anna Siebers  
Sanjana Singh  
Alfred Skerpan  
Angel Tang  
Dennis Trinkle  
Andrew Turner  
Diane Wiersema  
Alejandra Zabaleta  
Mari Zangano  
Alyane Zuluaga  
Martha Zydowsky

SPECIAL EVENT VOLUNTEERS

Vicki Alexander  
Cassidy Ames  
Brian Andersen  
Eglantina Anderson  
Liz Avery  
Josh Bacskaik  
Piper Bacskaik  
Janelle Bailey  
Brandilyn Bennett  
Veronica Bieganek  
Jim Blessington  
Holland Bohan  
Alex Brzeszkiewicz  
Stephanie Buske  
Nathan Callithen  
Kristen Calvin  
Sue Carr  
Rick Cathcart  
Tirna Chandra  
Vanessa Chavez  
Gina Chirichella  
Karen Crossley  
Sommer Drucks  
Eric Endl  

Kathy England  
Laura Fernandez  
Ovidio Fernandez  
Shelley Fite  
Justin Flory  
Jessica Frey  
Nick Frey  
Marc Gannon  
Mary Gannon  
Kyna Ganshert  
Katherine Glass  
Matt Grebe  
Andres Guzman  
Kate Hlad  
Isaac Homar  
Katie Homar  
Katrina Homar  
Kylie Homar  
Ris Homar  
Steve Homar  
Tim Homar  
Bruce Houtler  
Emily Houtler  
Kris Houtler

Did you know the library offers cooking classes and snack programs?
Volunteers

Brad Hubele
Hannah Hubele
Juli Huston
Randy Janson
Chloe Jen
Joanna Kahvedjian
Ruben Kahvedjian
Amanda Keckler
Bijit Khadka
Evelyn Kirner
Katie Kirner
Abbigail Kriebs
Isabelle Leventhal
Chris Lillesand
Daniel Lindner
Sarah Logsdon
Judith Louer
Barbara McCarthy
Sierra McMullin
Louisa Medaris
David Michaelis
Kathy Michaelis
Rachelle Miller
Molly Nelson
Sarah Patterson
Hannah Peschek
Karlyn Porter
Dana Roffers
Georgia Rucker
Adam Russell
April Scheiner
Rachel Schneider
Samantha Schrader
Kate Schueller
Molly Shea
Andrea Shiu
Grant Simmons
Jason Smith
Greg Sporer
Cru Stubley
Lori Suiter
Stuart Suiter
Joe Taglia
Angel Tang
Brian Thill
Jodie Thill
Diana Tlaseca
Taylor Townes
Brittany Travers
Rebecca Unverzagt
Jason Walters
Anita Weier
Amy Wencel
Pam Wilson
Julie Wirth
Matt Woodard
Martha Zydowsky

We Make Mini Wishing Wells activity with Bubbler artist Maria Schirmer Devitt at Hawthorne Library
ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR • Rita Salm is a non-binary and queer illustrator who likes to focus on making things that are meant for everyone. Rita enjoys using a colored pencil texture and hand-rendered typography in their illustrations and designs. Some of their favorite things to make are patterns, designs for cards, and just little doodles.

GRAPHIC DESIGN • Georgia Rucker